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Concept 

Startup, Shutdown and Malfunction (SSM) SIP Call Temporary Rule (545) 

Reason for Action 

To revise the Startup, Shutdown, and Malfunction (SSM) State Implementation Plan (SIP) Call 

Rules to Adjust Effective Date 

Scope/Nature/Summary 

On May 22, 2015, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued a final action to ensure 

states have plans in place that are fully consistent with the Clean Air Act and recent court decisions 

concerning startup, shutdown and malfunction (SSM) emission limit exceptions. EPA’s final action 

responded to a Sierra Club Petition, clarified the EPA’s SSM Policy to assure consistency with the Clean 

Air Act and recent court decisions; finalized findings that the SSM provisions in the SIPs of 36 states do 

not meet the requirements of the Clean Air Act (CAA) and accordingly issued a “SIP call” for each of 

those states. 

In the SIP call action, the EPA directed the affected states to correct specific SSM provisions in 

their SIPs. The Clean Air Act allows a maximum of 18 months from the issuance of the final action to 

submit a SIP revision. The SIP submission deadline for each of the states subject to the SIP call action is 

November 22, 2016. 

The Petitioner objected to two generally applicable provisions in the North Carolina SIP that 

provide exemptions for emissions exceeding otherwise applicable SIP emission limitations at the 

discretion of the state agency during malfunctions (15A NCAC 02D .0535(c)) and during startup and 

shutdown (15A NCAC 02D .0535(g)).  

Several states including North Carolina disagreed with EPA regarding the validity of the SSM SIP 

call and entered into litigation. Nonetheless, to meet its Clean Air Act obligation on September 8, 2016 

the EMC adopted revised rules regarding startup, shutdown, and malfunction to address the SIP Call and 

DAQ submitted the rules by the November 22, 2016 deadline.  

The rules consist of amendments to 15A NCAC 02D .0535, Excess Emissions Reporting and 

Malfunctions and adoption of 02D .0545, Treatment of Malfunction Events and Work Practices for 

Startup and Shutdown Operations. The rules include applicability language contingent on the outcome 

of the pending litigation. The rule amendments removed the exemption from existing 02D .0535(c) and 

(g) and don’t include such an exemption in new Rule 02D .0545. Rule 02D .0545 eliminates the 

exemptions in paragraphs (c) & (g). For startup and shutdown, 02D .0545 allows a facility to 

demonstrate compliance with the applicable existing emission limits, generally available work practice 

standards, work practice standards in analogous federal rules that a specific source may not otherwise 

be subject to, or source specific startup and shutdown work practice standard permit limit. For 

malfunctions a facility may demonstrate compliance with the applicable existing limits or with a source 

specific malfunction work practice standard permit limit. 

15A NCAC 02D .0545 will go into effect and remain in effect in the event EPA’s SIP Call 

withstands ongoing litigation. In the event EPA’s SIP Call does not withstand the litigation, amended 

Rule 02D .0535 will be in effect. Any further rule changes needed as a result of the outcome of litigation 
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would go through the rulemaking process with opportunity for public comment. Per instruction of the 

EMC to allow time for conclusion of litigation prior to implementation, the rules were filed with an 

effective date of March 22, 2018 to align with the Clean Air Act 18-month timeframe for EPA to act on 

state’s SIP call submission.  

On April 24, 2017, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit issued an order placing oral 

arguments on the litigation in abeyance indefinitely and requiring status updates from litigants every 90 

days and filing of motions to govern proceedings 30 days after each status update. In its first 90-day 

filing to the Court on July 24, 2017, EPA has indicated that the agency is still reviewing the matter. 

Motions to govern proceedings are due to be filed 30 days after each 90-day filing. 

Given the recent Court Order holding oral arguments in abeyance indefinitely and EPA’s first 90-

day report that the matter is still under review, there is uncertainty as to whether the litigation will be 

resolved prior to the May 22, 2018 effective date of the state rule. As a result, to maintain intent of the 

EMC that litigation be concluded prior to the rules becoming effective, and to avoid potentially 

unnecessary use of resources preparing and processing source specific work practice standard 

submittals, a revision to the rules may be needed to adjust the effective date of the rules to better align 

with outcome of the pending litigation. Due to the length of the regular rulemaking process, in order to 

achieve such an adjustment prior to the current rules’ effective date of May 22, 2018, temporary 

rulemaking would need to be conducted. Permanent rulemaking would also have to be completed by 

the EMC prior to expiration of the temporary rule for adjustments to remain in place and could be 

different than the temporary rule. 

These amendments are being proposed by staff. 

Statutory Authority 

 G.S. 143-215.3(a)(1); 143-215.107(a)(5). 


